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1 - Télévision broadcasting match
SKY SPORT HD F1 will broadcast live the entire football match A.S Star Team for Children - F1
drivers on Tuesday May 23rd, 7pm at Louis II Stadium.
For other TV broadcast wishing to report on the event, A.S Star Team for Children will issue maximum
accreditation for a cameraman and two journalists after studying their application. These media will be
allowed to stay on the football field and make interviews.
2 - A last minute recruit
The famous Italian goalkeeper Francesco Toldo, President of the International FC Milano Forever has
just announced officially that he woulb be alongside A.S Star Team for Children and participate in this
evening.
Francesco Toldo started in US Maria Ausiliatrice. Recruited as field player before becoming a keeper,
he is 14 years old, when he is spotted by Montebelluna. Shortly after, he joined the Milan AC following
his excellent facilities. He is 17 years old.
As a loan he joined the hellas verona in 1989, the the following season, the Trentino Calcio 1921. For
the season 1992 - 1993, he is at Ravenna Calcio, then from 1993 to 2001, at the Fiorentina and finally
the Inter Milan from 2001 to 2010. After the Euro 2004, he decided to end his international career and
added up a record of 28 selections for 15 goals conceded.
With Inter, he won the 2005 Italian Cup, then double Supercup / Cup as well as Scudetto in 2006.
Francesco Toldo is the undisputed holder of Inter till the beginning of the 2005/2006 season.
He retired at the end of the 2009-2010 season during which he played any game.
2.1 - Prize list
- 2000 finalist UEFA European Cup
- Italian Champion in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 (Inter Milan)
- Italian Cup in 1996, 2001 (Fiorentina), 2005, 2006 and 2010 (Inter Milan)

- Italian Supercup in 1996 (Fiorentina) and 2005 (Inter Milan)
- Champions League in 2010 (Inter Milan)
2.2 - Sélection
- 8 sélections in Italian Team "Hope" (1993 - 1994)
- 28 sélections in Italian Team (1995 - 2004)
Pilots entered in the 2017 F1 World Championship and members of the A.S Star team for Children
agreed to meet on next May, 23rd to participate in this friendly sporting encounter based on the user
friendliness and in a good mood, taking precedence on the final result.
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